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This document contains a summary of the investigation into unauthorized
deforestation associated with the Casino Group's supply chain in regions
of the Brazilian Amazon, with a particular focus on the impacts suffered by
the indigenous peoples inhabiting the Uru-Eu-Wau-Wau Indigenous Land,
identified as one of the affected protected areas.
This work was conducted by a team of partner organizations and individual
consultants, led by the Center for Climate Crime Analysis between
September 2021 and February 2022.
Coordination of the study
Center for Climate Crime Analysis (CCCA)
Partners
Associação de Defesa Etnoambiental Kanindé
(Ethnic and Environmental Defense Association Kanindé)
Associação do Povo Indígena Uru-Eu-Wau-Wau – Jupaú
(Uru-Eu-Wau-Wau – Jupaú Indigenous People Association)
Coordenação das Organizações Indígenas da Amazônia Brasileira – COIAB
(Coordination of the Brazilian Amazon’s Indigenous Organizations)
Economic study
Conservation Strategy Fund (CSF)
Anthropological study and audiovisual consultancy
Ubiratan Suruí
Txai Suruí
Kuary Uru Eu Wau Wau
Tejubi Uru Eu Wau Wau
Conrado von Brixen Rodrigo Otávio
Translators
Mandeí Uru-eu-wau-wau
Morang Uru-eu-wau-wau
Awapy Uru-eu-wau-wau
Poteí Uru-eu-wau-wau
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INTRODUCTION
This executive summary presents the main findings of the technical
analysis conducted by the Center for Climate Change Analysis (CCCA),
with the support of partners, with the objective of providing informations
in the context of a lawsuit against the French group Casino GuichardPerrachon group, the global retail holding company responsible for the
largest supermarket chain operating in Brazil. The lawsuit is filed by a
Coalition of Brazilian, French and Colombian organizations¹ and seeks to
hold the French group responsible for possible environmental damage
and violations of indigenous peoples’ and traditional communities’ rights
in Brazil and Colombia, resulting from the company's failure to prevent the
purchase of beef products from illegally deforested areas and overlapping
with protected territories, such as indigenous lands.

¹The Coalition of petitioner
organizations in the lawsuit
underway in France against
Ggrupo Casino is composed
by: OPIAC (National Indigenous
Peoples Organization of the
Colombian Amazon), COIAB
(Coordination of Indigenous
Organizations of the Brazilian
Amazon), FEPIPA (Federation
of Indigenous Peoples of
Pará) , FEPOIMT (Federation
of Indigenous Peoples and
Organizations of Mato
Grosso); CPT (Pastoral Land
Commission); Envol Vert ;
Mighty Earth; Notre Affaire à
Tous; Seattle Avocats; Sherpa;
Canopée Forets Vivantes and
France Nature Environnement.
In: French supermarket giant
Casino sued over links to
Amazon deforestation (rfi.fr).
²Translation note: the acronym
comes from the Portuguese
Terra Indígena Uru-Eu-WauWau.

The CCCA, in its mandate as a civil society organisation working to produce
information for strategic litigation on environmental and human rights
protection, conducted diagnostic analysis of environmental damage, in
particular deforestation, and possible human rights violations related to
the Casino Group's beef supply chain in the Amazon region.
The first phase of the investigation analysed the presence of deforestation
in the supply zone of three meat-packing plants controlled by the company
JBS in Brazil, a supplier of the Casino group. It found deforestation equivalent
to five times the size of the city of Paris (50,000 hectares) in areas of the
Amazon. In a second phase, the investigation focused on the Uru-Eu-WauWau Indigenous Land (TIUEWW)² in the state of Rondônia (Brazil), identified
as one of the protected areas in the Brazilian Amazon that has been
deforested for cattle ranching and supply to meatpackers. To conduct
this analysis, three interdisciplinary studies were combined with the aim of
providing a comprehensive overview about the connections between the
meat production chain, including the involvement of the Casino Group
supply chain, and invasions in the Uru-Eu-Wau-Wau Indigenous Land. The
aim of the study was to analyse the environmental and human damage
caused by deforestation for cattle ranching. The studies comprise:
I. Geospatial and data analysis of the pasture area in the TIUEWW;
II. Economic analysis of the impacts of livestock in the TIUEWW;
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III. Anthropological analysis on the social, cultural and health damage
associated with livestock suffered by the indigenous peoples inhabiting
the TIUEWW.

The results of the technical studies in the analysed sample indicate the
presence of a large amount of deforestation of the Amazon forest present
in the cattle supply chain of the Casino Group and the seriousness of the
associated environmental and social damage suffered by indigenous
peoples. The purchase of cattle raised in illegally deforested areas and
invaded indigenous lands demonstrates the inadequacy of the company's
monitoring systems with its commitments. Furthermore, the study also
shows, through economic analyses, the illogical relationship between the
economic loss associated with deforestation and the private gains from
the illicit extraction of natural resources.
As a result of the economic analysis in the area destined for pasture on
indigenous land associated with the loss of forest, the economic impact
was estimated at more than € 128 million (€ 9,552 per hectare, equivalent
to 666 million Brazilian reais/R$ 49,674 per hectare).
It is worth noting that the impacts associated with the multinational's supply
network may be substantially higher, since only one of the protected areas
affected and only one of the suppliers in the supply chain of the Casino
group is investigated here.
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THE WELL-KNOWN CONNECTION
BETWEEN DEFORESTATION, HUMAN
RIGHTS VIOLATIONS AND EXTENSIVE
CATTLE RANCHING IN THE AMAZON
³ Administrative subdivision
that delimits the territory in
accordance with government
development policies for the
Amazon. It has approximately
5 million km² and comprises
the states of Acre, Amapá,
Amazonas, Mato Grosso, Pará,
Rondônia and Roraima, as
well as parts of Maranhão and
Tocantins. 56% of the Brazilian
indigenous population inhabits
the region.
4 Abiec, 2021.
5Amazon 2030, 2021.
6 Imazon, 2021; CPI, 2021.
7 Towards deforestation-free
commodities and products in
EU. European Parliamentary
Research Service, 2022.
8 Amazon 2030, 2022
9 IPAM, 2021.
10 To see more about the
“livestock economy in the
Amazon”, see CPI, 2021; Soares
et al., 2021; Igarapé, 2022.
¹1 Ver Amazônia 2030.

The Legal Amazon³ is a key region for the growth and expansion of
extensive livestock ranching, an activity that corresponds to approximately
10% of the national Gross Domestic Product (GDP)4. Between 1974 and
2019, the region's herd had an approximate tenfold increase, from 9%
to 42% of Brazil's total5. The growth of economic activity in the region is
closely related to deforestation, with cattle ranching being one of the
main causes of unauthorized conversion of forest areas to alternative land
use - that is, clear cutting for grazing6. Around the world, livestock ranching
is also pointed out as one of the main causes of deforestation7. Between
2019 and 2021, the average deforestation in the Legal Amazon was 56.6%
higher than between 2016 and 2018, with more than half occurring in
Undesignated Public Forests8. In 2020 alone, 75% of the area deforested
in public forests was transformed into pasture, corresponding to 2.6 million
hectares of illegal deforestation9. The data reveal that the large amount
of deforestation associated with the expansion of livestock is related to
the illegal occupation of public lands¹0 and non-efficient production
techniques¹¹.
[…] the causes of deforestation in the Amazon appear to be different
from the rest of Brazil. The connection between cattle production
and land prices suggests that, outside the Amazon, the growth of
livestock primarily reflects an increase in demand for beef and milk,
which increases demand for land and raises its price. In the Amazon,
however, the expansion of livestock appears to be strongly related
to land grabbing. This process of illegal occupation increases the
supply of land, which reduces its price, besides stimulating its use
for extensive livestock production" (The economics of livestock
ranching in the Amazon: illegal occupation or expansion of the
agricultural frontier? Climate Policy Initiative, October 2021).
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12 Slaugthering the Amazon
(Greenpeace, 2009); JBS
comprou gado de família
do maior desmatador da
Amazônia (Repórter Brasil,
2015); Will meat-packing
plants help halt deforestation
in the Amazon (Imazon, 2017);
JBS compra gado de áreas
desmatadas ilegalmente e
é multada em R$24 milhões
(Repórter Brasil, 2017); Rampant
deforestation of the Amazon
due to global greed for meat
(The Guardian, 2019); Rapid
Response: Soy and Cattle,
Report 1, 4 and 6 (Mighty
Earth, 2019); Cumplicidade

For more than ten years, various research institutions, national and
international non-governmental organizations, and the media have
denounced the systematic nature of the environmental and social
damage associated with extensive livestock production in the Amazon
and the disrespect for sustainability standards and human rights¹². Some of
the studies produced by these organizations¹³ demonstrate how the Casino
group, a company supplied by the beef produced in the region and which
is the subject of this investigation, and suppliers such as the meatpacking
plant JBS are related to environmental and human rights abuses connected
to cattle ranching in forest areas where indigenous peoples and traditional
communities live.

THE URU-EU-WAU-WAU
INDIGENOUS LAND
na destruição: como os
consumidores e financiadores
do Norte estão possibilitando
o ataque de Bolsonaro à
Amazônia brasileira (Amazon
Watch, 2019); The main supplier
of burgers is sourced from
an Amazon farmer who has
cleared his land illegally (The
Guardian, 2019); TAC da carne
no Pará: MPF diz que ninguém
está livre do desmatamento
(OECO, 2019); A company meat
supply chain faces pressure
from "cattle laundering" in the
Amazon supply chain (The
Guardian, 2020); Estudo de
caso - Parque Estadual Ricardo
Franco (Greenpeace, 2020);
Giants of the meat that sells in
the UK linked to Brazilian farms
in a deforested Amazonian
reserve, Companies of the
Brazilian meat sector linked to a
farmer accused of "massacre"
of the Amazon (The Guardian,
2020); The legal and financial
risks of Casino group's actions
are accelerating following the
illegal deforestation in its beef
supply chain in Brazil (Chain
Reaction Research, 2020);
Escravidão na indústria da
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carne (Repórter Brasil, 2021);Bife
no supermercado, floresta no
chão (Repórter Brasil, 2021);
Memorando sobre os impactos
negativos de a indústria de
carne bovina no Brasil e o
envolvimento da cadeia de
abastecimento do Grupo
Casino (CCCA, OSJI, Repórter
Brasil, 2020).
13 Casino group ecoresponsible
for deforestation (Envol Vert,
2020); From the farm to the
ranch: ilegal pasture cattle in
the Brazilian Amazon found in
the JBS supply chain (Anistia
Internacional, 2020); Cattle
deforestation: a major risk for
Brazilian traders (Chain Reaction
Research, 2018)

(that comprises Jaciparaná, Candeias, Jamari, Jaru, Urupá, Muqui, São
Miguel, Cautário, Pacaás Novos and Ouro Preto rivers).
A population of about 2,000 people of rich ethnic diversity live in TIUEWW.
These are the peoples:
■ Jupaú and Amondawa, speakers of languages of the Kawahiva group,
of the Tupi-Guarani family;
■ Oro Win, from the Txapakura linguistic family;
■ in voluntary isolation, referred to by the Amondawa and Jupau as Jururei
and Yvyiraparaquara.

The first proposal to protect the region where the presence of indigenous
peoples of different ethnic groups was registered dates back to 1946. In the
following decades, various statutes of protection followed; in 1985, Decree
Nº 91,416 declared the area as being of traditional indigenous occupation
and in 1991 it was extended to the area now considered as indigenous land
by Federal Decree Nº 275.
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BRIEF HISTORY OF THE INVASIONS OF
INDIGENOUS TERRITORY TO SUPPLY
THE MEAT MARKET

The invasions and violations of the peoples that inhabit the TIUEWW go
back to a historical process that occurs at least (considering the available
documentation) since the 17th century, taking the form of various
government colonization projects, land grabbing, land speculation and
predatory exploitation of natural resources.
More recently, the agrarian tensions have worsened with the increase in
invasions and the alteration in the destination of land use to supply the
livestock production chain, despite the indigenous land being legally
protected and destined for the exclusive use of the Jupaú, Amondawa,
Oro Win peoples and the indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation who
inhabit it. The rights of the TIUEWW indigenous peoples are recognised by
the Brazilian Federal Constitution and declared through the process of
demarcation and approval of the area, concluded in 1991.
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Today, the TIUEWW is among the 10 indigenous lands that suffered the
highest rate of deforestation in Brazil, according to the National Institute for
Space Research (INPE). Between 2010 and 2021, deforestation reached its
peak and, between August 2020 and July 2021, it was the indigenous land
in the legal Amazon that had its surrounding areas deforested the most,
suffering the greatest imminent risk of having its internal area threatened by
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14 Data source: Amazon
Deforestation Calculation
Programme – PRODES, 2021
and Livestock and Agricultural
Census (Censo Agropecuário),
2017.
¹5 The data utilized to tracking
the cattle were obtained in
consultantion to CAR and GTA
public systems. CAR is the
acronym from the Portuguese
Cadastro Ambiental Rural, or
Rural Environmental Registry,
which consists in a national
electronic public registry,
mandatory for all rural
properties, with the purpose
of integrating environmental
information from rural properties
and possessions and compose a
database for control, monitoring,
environmental and economic
planning and combating.
GTA is the acronym from the
Portuguese Guia de Transporte
Animal - Animal Transport
Document – a document that
records the origin, destination
and characteristics of all live
animals traded, as provided by
the National Agricultural Policy.
¹6 CCCA presented an expert
opinion in 3 March 2021.

deforestation (Imazon, 2021). Geospatial analyses carried out by the CCCA
and partners indicate the presence of many other enterprises actively
dedicated to cattle production chain inside the TIUEWW without the due
registration in the official systems.
More than 13,000 hectares converted and destined for cattle
production within the Uru-Eu-Wau-Wau Indigenous Land
■ More than 20,000 hectares of the TIUEWW were illegally deforested;
■ 13,411 hectares were destined to cattle ranching and infrastructure
associated with livestock activities, which corresponds to approximately
66% of the entire deforested area inside the TIUEWW;
■ The cattle illegally managed by third parties inside the TIUEWW is
estimated at up to 25,482 animals14.

The vast majority of the areas destined for grazing (71%) are in the region
known as Burareiro, located inside the indigenous land. By cross-referencing
public data on the traceability of the cattle and the location of the supply
areas¹5, it was possible to find the destination of part of the production
coming from the grazing region inside the indigenous land to meatpacking
plants in the region, including suppliers of the Casino Group¹6.
The regulation of livestock in Brazil requires that an Animal Transport Guide
12
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¹7Since 2009, the Federal
Prosecution Office, through
agreements with the
responsible parties, has been
pressuring meatpacking
plants and supermarket retail
chains to avoid buying cattle
from areas where criminal
deforestation and other
irregularities have occurred,
under penalty of legal liability.

(GTA) must accompany any transit of live animals. The areas where these
animals come from should also be registered in the Rural Environmental
Registry (CAR). Thus, if cattle ranchers provided and companies required
the declaration of accurate and consistent information in these two
documents, it would be possible to cross-reference the two databases
to geographically track the supply networks of the meat market in Brazil.
Purchasing companies, despite having an obligation to monitor their
supply chain, in practice do not verify the accuracy of declarations and
information from ranches throughout the supply chain¹7 (the so-called
indirect chain). It results in hiding much of the origin of the meat sold,
sourced from forest areas and traditional communities that have been
illegally invaded.
in the specific case of cattle ranching within the TIUEWW, only 10%
of the cattle production area contains accurate information on
purchase and sale, which indicates that the damage attributable to
the companies may be significantly greater. The situation is due to
the failure of the ranchers to provide, and the companies to require,
adequate and accurate data in the control systems.
Deforestation brings damage not only to indigenous peoples, but also
generates loss of regional welfare with the reduction in the quantity and
quality of water supply, loss of biodiversity and reduction of carbon stock
affecting the global society. The monetary estimation of the impacts
is necessary to communicate properly about the social costs of illegal
activities, and to contribute to the definition of environmental fines by the
inspection entities that seek to compensate part of the adverse effects and
control the expansion of the indigenous lands invasions. Besides the losses
for the indigenous peoples, the illegal livestock activity generates
unfair competition for those ranchers who do attempt to comply with
the laws and to use their land sustainably.
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF
DEFORESTATION ASSOCIATED TO
LIVESTOCK IN THE URU-EU-WAUWAU INDIGENOUS LAND
¹8 The economic valuation
proposal for the impacts of
converting native vegetation
into pasture for cattle
ranching in the Uru-Eu-Wau-

In order to enable the peoples inhabiting the TIUEWW to access mechanisms
to repair and compensate for the damage suffered, economic analyses¹8
were conducted to estimate the value of the impacts associated with
deforestation and cattle ranching in the TIUEWW.

Wau Indigenous Land was
prepared using a methodology
developed by Conservation
Strategy Fund (CSF - Brazil), in
partnership with the Center for
Climate Crime Analysis (CCCA).

The material damage associated with the loss of forest in the area
designated for pasture on indigenous land were estimated at more than
€ 128 million (€ 9,552 per hectare, equivalent to 666 million Brazilian reais/
R$ 49,674 per hectare).
The methodology for monetary measurement compares the eventual losses
and gains in different scenarios and considers:
■ land opportunity costs: the benefits lost through deforestation,
calculated on the basis of the economic return not obtained from
alternative land uses by indigenous peoples (timber and non-timber
forest products such as coffee, banana, cocoa, guaraná, açaí and Brazil
nuts);
■ loss of ecosystem services: the welfare offers of the native forest lost
with its felling, such as carbon capture, bio-prospecting, existence value
and erosion damage with decline in water quality, productive capacity
and flow regime, which implies the economic unviability of the area;
■ replacement costs: related to forest recuperation.

The immaterial damages attributed to the Casino group should also be
added to this amount, based on the guidelines set out in the Brazilian Law
and jurisprudence, and guided by the position of the affected peoples
themselves, which will be described in the next session
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THE PRIVATE GAINS

Nis volupta ssimus dolupturios explis quam quibeat empero tem hillo culla
sus prorere rovidel ecumquidebis prepra es eum, sum rest in parunt.
Ris net eles ut am il ipiet doluptatur aliam volorepelia dignat reri omniae
que volo blaut et voluptur sita none vitatquid quiassi tament hilis evenestio.
It
is worth highlighting, by way of comparison,
Tur?
Imil ea ducidendic to mollabore sum aspedignam, et aut quidunt emporiscit
the
difference between the value of the private
fugitibuscid unto mi, occum et est, to quo tota conem. Ut officid que apid
qui conectation nis eatur? Bit quiaes et aut ipsum nima culpa quatibus ut
benefit
generated with bovine exploitation within
ut offici res quiam veliqui volupti onsequi rem quodis maximol upitibus mi,
ipitas corae nobis in paribusdam nihit quia volorum nis dolorer spitium que
the
indigenous land and the value of the loss, both
doluptatem serfernam re porposti quo et rehendi dollupt atempos doluptas
evelend aessunte inctiunt.
for
the indigenous people and the collectivity.
Borro is sitendus eum verio corempe rundicient vendand itiatuscit quate
nonsequis core quod ut untiatur aris es iliquasint, as magnitas sus re,
Considering
the estimated herd of 25,482 animals,
ari as milliqu assequam eos mi, quamus, unt aut autae dolento dolum
fugias doloribus atquost, qui doluptatur? Ullore sitae volorate rera volest,
the
gross market value of these animals reaches
optatur am, ullupid eosseque ius etur? Qui dolupta doluptia quiam esto
mo bea is ea incia sae cusapie nihilic iendae pelibus etus expe lantiore
€
14 million (equivalent to 73 million Brazilian reais).
dolores iur antia voluptate corum solluptio. Oluptas raturem aut lant
quiam qui volupta temquatur, arunt plibuscienda ad molorem et, verae.
This
leads to the conclusion that the private gains
Nam autem facculparcil ma et, tem faciamus que quis simusci minvelita
nonectiis samusamus mos arum quaepro il moluptatqui alit quaturis arunt
from
cattle ranching are much lower than the
adi deritation nis aut quid modio. Apiendunt qui od qui qui odis nihiliatis
expedio ssequiam dit enime es et am harupta con pore, te ex escim volorep
benefit
to society with the maintenance of the
errunt experio nsequam ratem voluptia debit laut aut dolupit vendaectat.
Odisimodis natquunt maiorerio. Xernat.
standing
forest and respect for the indigenous
Dolorae. Bis quo blam corerib eatur?
Adit andia ne aut volenda solorit, ommolor estiur? Am qui repe pro et
peoples,
promoters of environmental conservation.
omnisqu odigendam rest ea simus aut utet eaquaes reperfe ribusdam
eaquasped unda cum non repeles enem ab inctemQuid eiciisc iiscid
maio te ditaspe dionseque volesseque parciistrum ex et que nimi, teni
sinus dolorem aut utemporessus peligendebis as aritiissit remolen imagnat
uritatia vendebite prae nihit dem aut is voluptu resciur sit eat officipietur
sitatia volum quundella sum, necerenia iur aut occum fugit il ium sum
sundand itatur? Mo eostrum volorit, iusda siminciet aut excerrum dest
omnimol uptatia nis consecupide adistrum si dias eos diciis quos alibus
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THE SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND
HEALTH DAMAGE SUFFERED BY THE
TIUEWW’S PEOPLES
¹9 Conclusion of the
anthropological study, based
on field observations, collection
of statements from those
affected and a bibliographical
and documentary review.

Far beyond the measurable economic impacts associated with the loss of
ecosystem services linked to deforestation, it is fundamental to note that the
growing encroachment and the allocation of these areas to pasturelands
entail immaterial damage to the Jupaú, Amondawa, Oro Win and isolated
indigenous peoples.
The peoples of the Uru-Eu-Wau-Wau Indigenous Land have suffered
constant and increasing threats to their territory and livelihoods, with severe
impacts on their social organisation, culture and health¹9 notably through:
■ decreased resources for subsistence, making items of material culture,
ritual practices and recreational activities, such as hunting and fishing;
the deforestation and environmental degradation for the opening of
pastures inside the TIUEWW in the region of Burareiro and adjacencies
(Jamari and Nova Floresta river basins) lead to the decrease of the stock
of resources used by the indigenous peoples;
■ the threats of intrusion to the traditional territories with relevant
sociocultural importance put the right to exclusive use of the land at
risk and oblige them to carry out constant territorial monitoring activities,
which impacts the development of the indigenous peoples' daily
activities;
■ threats to the physical integrity of the indigenous people and damage
to their mental health associated to the presence of invaders and ranch
gunmen, which leads to a state of permanent tension and insecurity in
the villages..

Anthropological Report, p. 27:
“We used to walk around and there wasn't this deforestation. In 2020,
deforestation worsened, putting more pressure on us every day.
Burareiro is attracting a lot of attention. Where we used to walk, white
people are taking over. We are very worried about what will happen
from now on, because water is disappearing, our food, hunting and
fishing is disappearing. Because of all the deforestation these people
16
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are doing, the animals are disappearing.”
p. 39
“We all suffer threat, a lot. All the villages. They say they are going to
finish off the indigenous: 'Why does the indigenous want land, holding
that land? We [the invaders] are going to finish it off'. It's risky to walk
alone and get caught. It's dangerous to go into town.”
■ the risk of drastic demographic losses and the extinction of entire
groups. The presence of invaders increases the risk of transmission of
infectious diseases among the Jupau, Amondawa, Oro Win and isolated
indigenous peoples. It represents a serious threat particularly to isolated
indigenous groups, considering contact with them is itself a grave
violation of the right to self-determination of these peoples, and can
also lead to their extermination as a result of attacks or due to their high
vulnerability to infectious diseases for which they have no immunological
memory. This risk is aggravated by the Covid-19 pandemic;
■ loss or reduction of the right to self-determination, with impacts
on their social organisation, territorial dynamics and the pre-existing
networks of inter-ethnic relationships. The current configuration of
indigenous occupation in the TIUEWW, for example, including the
strategies of voluntary isolation of some indigenous groups, is directly
related to these transformations;
■ extreme vulnerability with the risk of transmission of infectious and
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contagious diseases due to the inexistence of sanitary barriers, especially
for isolated indigenous people, aggravated in the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic;

Estimating compensatory values for this damage is a complex task, but one
that is crucial to ensure duly compensation and redress for the provoked
damage. The calculations must respond to the costs of mitigating and
reparatory measures that must be constructed in a participatory manner
with the communities and stipulated by legal and jurisprudential guidelines.
Anchored in the obligations assumed by Brazil internationally, such as:
Legal basis: the violated rights

I. Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1945;
II. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights, and the Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination of 1966;
III. American Convention on Human Rights, 1969;
IV. Protocol of San Salvador on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights of 1988;
V. Convention 169 on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples of the
International Labour Organisation of 1989; and
VI. Universal Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples of 2007.

The national law have accepted the indigenous peoples human rights.
The Brazilian Federal Constitution of 1988 recognises, in the Article 231 and
its paragraphs, the protection of:
■ social organisation, customs, languages, beliefs and traditions of the
indigenous peoples;
■ permanent tenure and exclusive usufruct of the Jupaú, Amondawa, Oro
Win and isolated indigenous peoples of the Indigenous Land;
■ exploitation of water resources, research and mining of mineral wealth,
without listening to the communities;
■ inalienability and unavailability of the lands;
■ any acts that seek occupation, dominion or possession of indigenous
lands, or the exploitation of their natural wealth are null and void, without
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producing legal effects.

The national legislation considers criminal conducts:
■
■

■
■

■

invasion of public lands (Federal Law n° 4,947/1966, Article
20)
deforestation, illegal exploitation and degradation of
forests on public lands (Federal Law nº 9,605/1998, Article
50-A)
committing acts capable of causing contagion of a serious
disease (Penal Code, Article 131)
exposing the life or health of indigenous peoples who are
vulnerable to infectious and contagious diseases (Penal
Code, Article 132)
the practice of genocide (Federal Law nº 2,889, Article 1)
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CONCLUSION

Cattle production in the Amazon region has been extensively denounced
for the serious environmental and human rights risks associated with the
illegal intrusion of public lands, forest loss and threats to the livelihoods of
traditional communities and indigenous peoples living in the region.
The situation investigated on indigenous land Uru-Eu-Wau-Wau not
only illustrates the seriousness of these risks, but also demonstrates the
inadequacy of whatever systems are adopted by companies trading in
cattle from the region, including subsidiaries of the Casino Group.
With more than 20,000 hectares illegally deforested, and appearing in
the ranking of the most threatened indigenous lands of the Amazon, the
peoples that inhabit the TIUEWW have suffered constant and growing
threats on their territory and way of life, with severe impacts on their social
organisation, culture and health, evidenced by the testimonies of the
indigenous people themselves.
Just in relation to what could be economically valued in this study, the
more than 13,000 hectares given over to pasture represent a loss of more
than € 128 million in ecosystem services that the indigenous peoples and
the community as a whole bear. On the other hand, the only beneficiaries
are private actors who profit from the illegal extraction of resources. The
amount of material damage should also be increased by the damage
resulting from the severe impacts on the social organization, culture and
health of the affected indigenous peoples. Although the impossibility to
integrally repair them in an economic measure, to speak of reparation must
consider such damage, which should be duly identified and estimated in
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a participatory process together with the affected groups.
With regard to the participation of the Casino Group, the possibility that
ranches on indigenous land are part of the its supermarkets supply chain, in
addition to the more than 50,000 hectares of deforestation along the supply
area, involves serious failures in the company's duty to correctly monitor
the origin of the beef sold. Besides the violation of the company's duty to
prevent and repair environmental damage and human rights (established
in the French law of due diligence in this case), the polluter pays principle
established by Brazilian law also stands out, which holds all those who
benefit directly or indirectly from environmental damage responsible for
it, regardless of guilt.
Finally, still within the obligation of corporations to prevent environmental
damage and human rights violations, it should be noted that any measure
to be adopted by the company and its suppliers that aims to measure
or manage the environmental impacts of its operations (in particular the
deforestation it encourages) but does not track its entire supply chain
(i.e., including the indirect chain), will be ineffective and unsuitable for this
purpose.
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EXPEDIENT
The Center for Climate Crime Analysis (CCCA) is a non-profit organization
based in the Netherlands, and founded and led by prosecutors and law
enforcement professionals. Its mandate is to support and scale up action
against illegal activities that are relevant to climate change and human
rights. To do so, it collates and conducts forensic and legal analysis of
reliable information from a range of sources, including official data made
public by government agencies. CCCA then compiles this information into
actionable reports and casefiles, which it provides to partners and other
institutions, which have the authority or obligation to act. This can provide
evidence and analysis to include law enforcement or regulatory authorities
for enforcement action; to civil society for litigation and advocacy; and
to corporations or other financial institutions to support compliance with
their due diligence obligations or environmental, social and climate
commitments.
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